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General comments 

This is the third series of the NEA for A-level English Language 7702 and most centres now 
appear to understand the specification very well. Moderators once again reported on a wide variety 
of interesting topics and approaches for both the language investigation and the original writing 
tasks.  
 
Many of the key messages about students’ performance and the marking of the work are very 
similar to the 2018 report, so it would be advisable to look at the two reports together. Again, there 
was evidence that many centres had made use of the Teacher Online Standardisation (TOLS) 
materials that went online in November 2018, had consulted with their NEA advisers and had 
attended the NEA feedback meetings. In the few cases where marking was extremely inaccurate 
or the specification requirements had been misunderstood, the TOLS folders and marking 
commentaries would have provided clear examples of how to approach the NEA and how to apply 
the mark scheme. All centres would be advised to make use of them before students embark on 
the NEA work and certainly before teachers start marking and moderating work. 
 
Feedback sessions will take place (online only) from November 2019 and a further set of TOLS 
materials, based on work submitted this summer, will be made available in late 2019. The NEA 
FAQs will also be updated to reflect the questions raised by centres this year and will be made 
available at the same time as the new TOLS folders. 
 
Language Investigations 

Moderators reported a wide range of topics and approaches for this piece of work and it was clear 
that, once again, students were enjoying the chance to research an area of individual inquiry, 
either inspired by work they had done elsewhere on the course or from their own interest. More 
representation-based investigations were seen this series and this perhaps reflects the feedback 
from previous years and the increased focus on how language creates meanings and 
representations in the exam components of the specification. Reality TV, political debates, online 
interaction (Twitter, Instagram, web forums and messaging), classroom talk, and child language 
development all remain popular topics. Developing areas included code-switching/style-shifting, 
youth slang, representations of sexuality and trans identities, and use of accent and dialect. 
 
The most successful investigations had clear and achievable aims that were language-based. 
They also tended to have:  
 

• concise and focused introductions  
• clear methodologies that explained the rationale for their project and the motivation behind 

the data collection and its selection for analysis, including which language methods would 
be applied and why 

• analysis sections that were subdivided under appropriate headings to help structure the 
work 

• analysis that offered detail, depth and range, quoting contextualised examples from the 
data sets 

• reference to ideas from language study – theory, research, case studies, linguistic concepts 
– that were relevant to the task in hand and integrated into the wider discussion 

• manageable data sets that were suitable for the questions being asked 
• conclusions and evaluations that reflected on the overall success of the project 
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• clear and accurate written English 
• a consistent referencing system 
• met the word count requirements (2000 excluding data and quotations). 

More problematic investigations: 
 

• struggled to explain what they were doing from a language point of view in the introduction 
• wrote essay-style investigations, based on little or no data and offering very little linguistic 

focus 
• described language in very broad terms and without a suitable linguistic register  
• didn’t explain why they were collecting the data or what they were going to do with it 
• relied on questionnaires to test attitudes but had little to say about the results beyond 

recycling social stereotypes ( eg about accents and dialects, slang etc) 
• used purely quantitative methodologies which offer limited insights without some qualitative 

discussion 
• tried to ‘prove’ how language affects people’s behaviour: this is rarely something that can 

be achieved in an A-level project 
• plucked examples from the data without offering any discussion about the context 
• tried to shoehorn in theory that wasn’t relevant or used selected data to prove a 

preconceived point. 

By far the biggest issue with some investigations was the use of unsuitable AO2 material. In 
previous years we have pointed out that research into spoken interaction (often with a gender 
focus) has limited scope to explain how language works in written texts or in texts aimed at 
particular groups.  
 
It is unhelpful to use the work of people like Lakoff, Tannen, Coates, Zimmerman and West and 
Fishman to explain the language used in magazines such as FHM, Teen Vogue, Men’s Health and 
Pride, or to analyse how fictional characters are created in novels. The researchers mentioned 
above were primarily interested in the power dynamics of spoken interactions and so students’ 
chances to engage with the data will be limited if they rely on this kind of research to help them 
analyse written language. There are many good textbooks, articles and pieces of research with a 
language focus applied to written media/literary texts and centres would be better placed to look at 
those, rather than trying to adapt research that was based on a completely different mode. 
Alternatively, looking at work on representation would make sense here. Suggestions were offered 
for this in last year’s report. 
 
It is worth noting that while AO2 is partly about using ideas from language study, it is also about 
designing an investigation that works. A properly designed methodology will be about more than 
just the process of data collection: it should consider the methods and ideas behind what the 
student is analysing and how they will manage their analysis in order to yield the most productive 
results. One way for centres to support this is to look at how existing language studies have been 
designed and to use similar approaches on the students’ own choices of topics and data. 

Original writing and commentaries 

There were fewer problems with these again this year and most students had made sensible (and 
sometimes inspired) choices about the style models they would use and about the forms for their 
own pieces. They usually approached the commentary as a linked and integrated activity rather 
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than a tacked-on task. Moderators reported some very successful pieces of writing including slam 
poetry, opening chapters of novels, short stories in specific genres, dramatic monologues, travel 
writing, opinion articles and feature articles for printed newspapers and their websites. Moderators 
saw some extremely original and varied work for the original writing and reported favourably on the 
strengths of many commentaries. Genre appeared to be handled a little better this year than last, 
but one of the factors still preventing students from accessing Level 5 of AO2 in the commentary is 
a lack of focus on genre and structure. 

Where there were problems, these generally fell into the following categories: 

• Poor choice of style model. We have mentioned before that students should choose high 
quality style models rather than self-published online pieces. If the style model is (at best) 
patchy and unedited, or (at worst) extremely poor writing, the student’s own piece will 
suffer. 

• Writing in a different genre to the style model. This does not really make a lot of sense as 
the style model is there to provide a model for the student to follow. 

• Writing on exactly the same topic and in the same genre. This rarely allows a student the 
chance to develop a sense of their own voice and direction. 

• Relying too heavily on factual material gathered from other sources. At worst, this amounts 
to plagiarism, but even when sources are acknowledged and the student’s own language is 
used, there is little room to develop convincing or original content. 

• Deciding on a style model after the student’s own piece has been written. This tends to be 
clear from the commentary and doesn’t allow the same level of engagement. 

• Referring to multiple style models throughout the commentary. As explained in the NEA 
FAQs, it is perfectly acceptable to look at a range of style models in the planning process – 
and this could be helpful in getting a sense of the genre to be used – but only one should 
be referred to in the commentary. 

• Not referring to the style model in the commentary. As can be seen in the mark scheme, 
the ‘two texts’ (the student’s and the style model) must be referred to and quoted from in 
the commentary to hit Level 2 and above. 

• Lack of careful proofreading and checking of final drafts by students.  

Marking and moderation 

Centres are to be commended for the quality of their marking and the high level of annotation and 
engagement with their students’ work. Moderators find it much easier to agree on centre marks 
when there are clear formative annotations, summative comments and, where there are several 
teachers marking the work, evidence of internal moderation. In the most helpful cases, centres 
used cover sheets that summarised comments about both the strengths and weaknesses of the 
work and linked their comments to descriptors and levels of the mark scheme, or referenced the 
TOLS folders. Moderators do not insist on one form of annotation or another, but the more insight 
they have into the thinking behind the marks given, the more straightforward their decisions 
become.  

The main problems with assessment were reported as: 

• Over-rewarding of AO1 in the investigation. Accuracy, detail and range are needed to hit 
the highest levels. Students in Level 5 for AO1 should be addressing the complexities and 
patterns of language used in their data. 
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• Rewarding AO3 too highly when examples from the data are not contextualised. For 
example, rewarding a student for picking out the pronoun ‘we’ from their data and arguing it 
is ‘inclusive’ because it is a first person plural pronoun. Such analysis needs context and 
awareness of who is using the word and why. 

• Over-rewarding ‘competent’ writing as ‘convincing’ in the original writing. 

Organisation of folders 

It assists moderators if folders are put together in the following order: 
 

• language investigation 
• references/bibliography 
• copies of the data (clean or annotated depending on your preference) 
• any appendices (keep to a minimum wherever possible) 
• original writing 
• commentary 
• annotated style model 
• references for original writing. 

We would also ask that work is hole-punched and treasury tagged rather than left loose, stapled or 
put in folders. 
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Mark Ranges and Award of Grades 
 
Grade boundaries and cumulative percentage grades are available on the Results Statistics 
page of the AQA Website. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/exams-administration/about-results/results-statistics
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